February 2007

The

Next Muster - Feb 2nd 2007, 7.30pm 
Mt Pleasant Bowling Club, Bedford Rd, Ardross
Who spotted last month’s “Deliberate Mistake”?
If not, then you don’t read your muster dates very
carefully.
Flashback -

February, 1896
Goldfields Heatwave Continues
The Heat Wave
When the earth was parched and the skies aflame
When the old year slept beyond praise or blame
In an evil moment, the heat wave came
Some dropped the pen and some dropped the pick
Some were dying and more were sick
And sunstroke cases came fast and thick
Creation drooped in the fiery breeze
And the mercury climbed beneath roofs and trees
To a hundred and twenty five degrees
But the publican sat in his shady bar
Where the jugs and the taps and the glasses are
And he rubbed his hands and he laughed “ha, ha”
For he knew wherever the heat wave rolled
On its scorching course through the land of gold
It would waft him custom - a hundredfold!
And for those in philosophic mood
The moral’s easily understood
‘Tis an ill wind bloweth nobody good
Andree Hayward, Geraldton Express Feb 14 1896

Charles Wiltens Andree Hayward (1866 - 1950)
known also as Viator (the wayfarer) , lawyer and
journalist arrived in WA from England in 1895,
Heading for the goldfields, he ended up at Cue,
where he became the local correspondent for the
Geraldton Express. He later became sub-editor of
that same paper. He is mainly remembered for his
cutting, satirical, political poems and his book
“Along the Road to Cue”

Flashback -

February, 1902
Water reaches Coolgardie
This is the first two verses of “Dryblower” Murphy’s poem
which appeared in the press on the day of the celebrations
In it, he makes social comment on what was, and often still
is the normal situation of “Grand Openings” being attended
by all the dignitaries whilst totally ignoring the people who
both paved the way for the project and those who actually
did the work.
From What of the Pioneers
They have started the pumps and turned the taps
And flooded the yawning tank
A cheer like a thousand thunder claps
Roars up from the crowded bank
They have toasted the man who thought it out
With millions to help him think
They have greeted his name with a lusty shout
And an equally lusty drink
But amid the pop of the champagne cork
The smoodgeful speech and cheers
What of the men who battle outback
What of the men who blazed the track
What of the Pioneers?
What of the men who faced the scrub
And trecked to a ghostly goal
While you clung to the joys of a cozy club
And the peace of a saintly soul
Have they no place in the function grand
No word in the banquet toast
Have they no right to be there and stand
Where the loafers stand and boast
Yea, what of the lads who’s lot today
Is covert gybes and sneers
What of the men who legions led
What of the men who went ahead
What of the Pioneers?

IMPORTANT ADVANCED NOTICE
Due to the first Friday in April being Good Friday, the Bowling Club will be closed, our

April Muster will be held on the 2nd Friday - the 13th
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Droppings from
“The Boss Cocky”
G'day to all in Bush poetry country, particularly those of you attending the January Muster,
wasn't it a top evening?, have had some positive feedback from a few good judges who
stated it was like the old days at the Raffles. I have no hesitation in agreeing with them.
Having settled into the new premises, plus starting on time, [that word again] makes for a
good atmosphere, plus it was great to have some of our ' founding friends', the incomparable Beth Scott, Cobber,
Stinger [he doesn't even go into the water] John Hayes who performs under difficulties, often in pain, the hardy annuals, plus the new and improving performers, Edna and her team, the girls at the door, all contribute to make it a
good fun night, which is what we are about. I thank you all.
By the time you receive this the annual 'Showcase on the Hill [Wireless]' will be over. I trust you spread the word
among your circle of acquaintances and in fact were there yourself. I have a gut feeling it will be an excellent few
hours with Stinger and the Assassin supplying their brand of music to compliment the poetry program organised by
the media magnet Tom Conway.
In this fast moving world of ours, person's situations change rapidly, this is so of our most efficient treasurer June
Bond. June's now near new feet are itching to cover new ground and for her to look over the horizon. June's odyssey begins in May, you have probably got the picture by now, the Association is seeking an enthusiastic replacement. Knowing how June works, it will be a breeze to take up the reins. I would guarantee her books would be right
up to date and easy to follow plus she will be available till May to show the lucky person the ropes - or more precise
- the books.
While I am handing out plaudits, it would be unnecessary to draw your attention to the high standard of this publication, The BullyTin. Brian and his trusty assistant Dot are putting out an excellent magazine for the members, particularly members in distant parts or those unable to get to the Musters, it is full of well thought out snippets of info.
relevant poetry, profiles, plus the Muster wrap-up by Dot, by gee. They are a great team, the excellent new backdrop was not only their idea, but a product of their combined talents. On behalf of the members, a big ' THANK
YOU ' Dot and Brian.
Looks like a busy Bush Poetry year coming up, as long as we keep our eye on the ball, nose to the grindstone,
shoulder to the wheel and our feet on the ground, am not sure of the result, but it would be darn uncomfortable.
Keep writin', recitin', and above all, KEEP WELL.
The Boss Cocky Rusty C.

New Country Music / Bush Poetry Event.
Martin Gillespie (retro chef - as seen on Channel 7) owner of Waddi Farm which is just off Brand Hwy, up near
Eneabba, about 2 hours north of Midland is promoting the Inaugural “Waddi Music Festival”
Patterned on the very successful, long running Fairbridge Festival, the Waddi Farm event will take place on Saturday of the March Long Weekend ( March 3rd).
The main event will start at 12 noon and continue through until 10pm. For this inaugural event, the well known
Bush band “Mucky Duck” will be the featured performers ably supported by several other Perth and Local bands
and performers. Local specialty producers will also be on hand to tempt you with their delicacies.
As there will be significant media coverage, it is hoped that a large crowd will attend the festivities. The main target
audience are people from the surrounding coastal and inland areas, but it is hoped that people from Perth and
Geraldton regions will also attend.
Camping is available at Waddi Farm.
One of the featured performers, Bush Poet Corran Lynch from Jurien is trying to organise a Poets Breakfast on
the Sunday morning as part of the overall weekend’s entertainment. Any WABP members who would like to
participate, please ring Corran on 9652 6003 .
Other details of the event can be had by ringing Martin on 9652 9071
The WABP&YS wish the organisers all the best for this new venture

State Championships — Your committee are currently having negotiations with the City of Fremantle to
try and organise the WABP&YS 2007 State Championships, to coincide with, and be part of the “Fremantle
Heritage Festival” which will be in the First week of June.

It is hoped that we can organise the State Championships to be on the Sat afternoon / Sunday of June 2nd &
3rd . That is the long weekend. Please tag it Tentative on your Calendar.
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Walking Different Tracks
Do you know anyone thinking of walking the matrimonial track? - How about having a Bush Poetry Wedding?
That would surely be different. If you’re considering going down that track, then you should ring Cobber (Keith
Lethbridge) on 9399 5270. While Keith is well known to the vast majority of WABP&YS members for his poems
and tall tales, there is another side to his talents. Not only is he an excellent poet and raconteur but he is also a JP and Authorised Marriage Celebrant (A6319). So if Wedding Bells are in the offing — Maybe go for Wedding Poems as well.
Mark Your Calendar Two events as part of “The Comedy Extravaganza” are happening at the Subiaco Arts Theatre, Bagot Rd , Subiaco on each
of two days, Sat 24th and Sunday 25th of March
The first, commencing at 2.30 is described as “Toby Mitchell’s brilliant adaptation Alice and Mr Dodgson from Lewis
Carroll’s stories was a huge hit at the Edinburgh Festival for two successive seasons”. In 1870, Lewis Carroll, whose real
name was the Rev. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, met the 18yo Alice Liddell for the first time since 1862. The play is based
on this event.
After attempting to get a reluctant Alice to look at the camera Mr. Dodgson begins to act out the stories from Alice’s adventures. The stories come to life using everyday objects and recapture the close friendship they once shared.
Interlaced with poetry, songs and the “odd” dance, the Cheshire Cat, the Queen of Hearts, the White Knight and dozen of
other characters take us on a comical and charming journey which builds to the crowning moment where Alice is made a
Queen. - Alice & Mr Dodgson will delight children, aged 5 to 85.
Tickets through BOCS, $15 adults, $7.50 kids family tickets available
But why is it here in the Bully Tin??? - Well, you see there are only two actors in the whole show, There is a young lady who
plays Alice, and there is one other who plays ALL the other 16 parts. This is no other than WABP&YS member, poet and
story teller Phil Strutt. So, if you’d like bit of “Kulcha”, heres a great opportunity to get it.
The other event, on the lawns outside the theatre, from 5.30 - 7.00 pm is a “Poets Picnic”, This is similar in concept to a
Poets Breakfast, but it’s in the late afternoon . The event is Free and suitable for all the family. BYO everything and come
and listen to the comic poetry and story telling of Peter Capp, Phil Strutt and other guest performers. (WABP Poets— if you
want to be involved, please give Phil a ring on 9418 3263)

Boyup Brook (Thur Feb 15 - Sun Feb 18 ) Bush Poetry Program
Get ready for a monster poetic and musical event.

Thursday 15th 6.30pm
Harvey Dickson’s Country Music Centre, Dinninup Rd., Jim Haynes, plus local Bush Poets
Friday 16th. 11.30-1pm
POETS IN THE PARK Bush poetry at rear of the Tourist Centre. This is a new event this year and any poets
who are in Boyup Brook early are welcome to participate.
Friday 16th 2-4pm
FREE CONCERT at rear of the Tourist Centre Various Country Music Artists plus Bush Poets
Saturday 17th. 9-11am
STREET PARADE Bush Poets at the Family stop Centre (beside telecentre) Open Mike all welcome to participate
Sunday 18th.7-9.30am
BUSH POETS BREAKFAST This is the biggest Bush Poetry event in WA With the line-up of top Country Music
Artists, including John Williamson, at this year’s festival, we can be assured the Bush
Poet’s Brekky will again be much bigger than ever.
Camping is available on Bill Gordon’s farm which is only 5 minutes from Boyup Brook.. There may be limited accommodation
also but that is an unknown at this stage. The rest of town is booked out already. He can be contacted on 0428651098
(daytime) or 97651098 (evenings). It would help if any poets coming were to contact him so he knows who will be there and
can then fine-tune the program.

Country Poets and Members

Will you be in the City on a Muster Night. If so, we’d love to see you. Country Poets and Yarnspinners - do you
want to be a star performer?? If so, can you let a committee person know in advance so that we can arrange
to give you extra time along with suitable publicity in the Bully Tin
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Here are a few short verses reflecting
summer activities
BARBEQUE
Someone’s having a barbeque
Somewhere in our street.
First, I smelt the smoke,
And now they’re cooking meat.
We almost had one once—
At least, that was the plan—
And then the radio announced:
A TOTAL FIRE BAN
Anne LeRoy

With the short marron season under way here’s a little
ditty along similar lines:
YABBIES
I wake up with a headache
From a rowdy night before.
With eyes half shut I make my way
Toward the bathroom door
I blindly stumble in the bath
Then leap back out in pain.
The kids have left their yabbies
In the bathtub once again!
Doug McLeod
And with the kids starting a new school year, here’s a
look back to earlier days
GOING TO SCHOOL
Did you see them pass today, Billy, Kate and Robin,
All astride upon the back of old grey Dobbin?
Jigging, jogging off to school, down the dusty trackWhat must Dobbin think of it—three upon his back
Robin at the bridle-rein, in the middle, Kate,
Billy holding on behind, his legs out straight
Now they’re coming back from school. Jig, jog, jig
See them at the corner where the gums grow big;
Dobbin flicking off the flies and blinking at the sun—
Having three upon his back, he thinks is splendid fun:
Robin at the bridle-rein, in the middle Kate
Little Billy up behind, his legs out straight
C J Dennis

Milestone:
Congratulations, Ellis Campbell, on turning
80. Ellis is an outstanding, writer and performer of Bush Poetry . He is especially well
known among Bush Poetry writers for his excellent workshops and notes (available free) on
writing Australian Rhyming Verse which should
be required reading for ALL aspiring and seasoned writers. We look forward to your 90th.

Holy Dan
It was in the Queensland drought, and over hill and dell,
No grass - the water far apart, all dry and hot as hell.
The wretched bullock teams drew up, beside a waterhole They’d struggled on through dust and drought,
for days to reach this goal.
And though the water rendered forth, a rank unholy stench
The bullocks and the bullockies drank deep, their thirst to quench
Two of the drivers cursed and swore, as only drivers can;
The other one named Daniel, best known as Holy Dan
Admonished them and said it was, the Lord’s all-wise decree
And if they’d only watch and wait, a change they’d quickly see.

‘Twas strange that of Dan’s bullocks, not one had gone aloft
But this he said was due to prayer, and supplications oft.
At last one died, but Dan was calm, he hardly seemed to care.
He knelt beside the bullock’s corpse and offered up a prayer.
One bullock, Thou hast taken, Lord; and so it seemeth best.
Thy will be done, but see my need, and spare to me the rest.
A month went by, Dan’s bullocks now, were dying every day,
But still on each ocassion would, the faithfull fellow pray,
“Another, thou hast taken Lord, and so it seemeth best.
Thy will be done, but see my need, and spare to me the rest!”
And still they camped beside the hole, and still it never rained,
And still Dan’s bullocks died and died, till only one remained.
Then Dan broke down; good Holy Dan: the man who never swore.
He knelt beside the latest corpse, and here’s the prayer he prore.
“That’s nineteen Thou hast taken Lord, and now You’ll plainly see
You’d better take the bloody lot: One’s no damned good to me!”
The other drivers laughed so much, they shook the sky around:
The lightning flashed, the thunder roared,
and Holy Dan was drowned.
Anon
Still More Tales from the
Speewah

With the terrible bush fires in Victoria in mind, there is a story that
comes from the Speewah about
the big fire there. The men had
been fighting it for three months
without a wink of sleep. They were all very dehydrated and
badly in need of a good cup of tea. So they lit the camp fire
to boil the billy but the flames from the bushfire engulfed it.
As a last desperate measure, Crooked Mick ran ahead of
the fire at sixty miles an hour, holding a billy of water on a
stick over the leading edge of the flames. Well, it wasn’t
long before the billy boiled and so the men were saved.
It was fortunate than Big Bill, at that moment returned from
his six month survey of the home paddock, for he look one
look at the bushfire, took a huge breath then gave an enormous spit into the flames, almost instantly putting out the
fire. This caused another problem however, for all the
steam that resulted quickly turned into fog, so thick that it
took a week before it cleared enough for the men to see
their way back to the homestead.
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The Story of the Backdrops
This is in response to the many people who asked how I did the
backdrops
I felt that after going to a number of Bush Poetry events, that often,
the poets got “lost” in the background. I thought with a defined
space that a suitable backdrop should give will make passing people stop and pause and listen to what we all know is excellent poetry.
I have never tackled such a big job before and I have never painted
such huge canvases before.
The inspiration for the backdrops came because I am a textile artist
and through my textile work came across drawings by Ray Maybury from Northern NSW. He did the drawings for one of our AusDot doing finishing touches
tralian top selling Embroidery Digitisers, Glenn Harris.
The technique used for getting the smaller drawings enlarged was
to print them onto clear acetate and then put then on an overhead projector and blow them up to the right size. I then pencilled in the main lines while they were hanging then took them down and drew in some of the detailing lines with a permanent
pen. Then it was a matter of painting them in a hanging position.
I used a fabric paint that is gluggy and also ‘Gesso’ paint (used for sealing canvas). Each painted section of the backdrops
has at least four coats of paint as I worked to get the effect for a 3D picture. I wore out about 8 paintbrushes, 10/12 paint trays
(I use the expensive ones – ice cream lids and meat trays) and one ‘T’ Shirt!
Thank you to everyone for your good words it is much appreciated.
Poet’s Profile - This month we are featuring one of our younger (he hasn’t retired yet) poets, Wayne Pantall, otherwise
known as Broomhill Billy, - so here’s his story:
Although I’d known our old mate Half a Leggup, (as a fellow Veteran Athletics Club member)
for many years, it wasn’t until 2002 that his talent, and that of, Rusty, Kerry and Rod, sold
me forever to this unique genre. It was the 50th birthday celebration of the Causeway Bridge
and also the 50th of the event coordinator, me. (that’s how to get your council rates back for
a party). Their poetry hooked me - I had get more. - So off to the Raffles I trundled in awe.
They have all been helpful in guiding the enthusiasm of this poor Vic Park Brickie, with a
penchant for reinventing, reinterpreting, and attacking topics, unknown in Winton. The
poem ‘Broomehill-Billys’ (my first real effort) sums up the first half of my life as a BabyBoomer, growing up in the Great Southern of WA. It begins with:
“I’m a cross between a shearer and a Catholic, and fair dinkum, I was Christened in the
pub”.
The inevitable consequences of this 1952 gravel road, kick start, provides a wealth of memories and inspiration for me. Using
our unpretentious, Aussie vernacular, it takes us merely a little rhyme, rhythm and ratbag, to entertain one another, in our traditional yarn-spinning way. I feel imagination and will, are the only limiting factors. Don’t we all have untold stories, and humorous points of view, which like-minded folks would enjoy?
Therefor as I see it, Australian Bush Poetry provides us ALL with an opportunity to share and participate, in an entertaining
and rewarding break from Californication.
My bush upbringing is largely what I have been drawing on, to average a poem per month, for nearly four years. Simply, the
knowledge that they are going to air on the ABC Great Southern and South Coast Breakfast show, to be shared with people,
with whom I grew up, played footy, worked, and partied with, makes it enjoyable. Consequently, the everyday ironies, subtleties, quirks and twists, which might otherwise be ignored, tend to manifest themselves in verse, with local familiarity. A regular
outlet prompts me to write.
After going to air here, my poems are posted on the ABC web site under: ‘Wayne Pantall’s Poems’
www.abc.net.au/greatsouthern/poems.htm Many also go to air On ABC South East Sth Aust.
Dare I say it, but ‘Poetry competition’ is an oxymoron to me, and seems to consume time, in a quest for ‘Pommieness’ (Is that
Gramma?). It’s not what the message of the poet, for me to digest, and interpret, is about in my view. But hoops must be
jumped through, from time to time. Retirement (in ten years) will provide time to learn English and polish up the old nuggets.
‘Write, radio, recite - write again’ brings home the, poetic, portly porker for me, in my infancy. I’m learning.
At this stage, I place about as much emphasis on crossing ‘I’s and dotting ‘T’s, as would one Jolly Swagman spinning his yarn
to another. That’ll change with the book. Hopefully the pen will prove mightier than the trowel.
waynepantall@westnet.com.au
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January Muster Wrap-up

- by Dot

Welcome every one to a New Year of Poetry. Good to see some ‘old’ and new faces. June Bond was our MC
for the night and with her dual role of doorkeeper and Treasurer, Tom Conway helped out by taking down the
details of our performing poets. June started the evening with a quick overview of the events of the year just
past, then thanked Dot for the painted back drops that will travel with us when ever the Poets are performing.
(Some folk were interested in how the work was done so see the review earlier in this newsletter….. Ed.)
Arthur Leggett was first up, with “Dry Weather” but he got distracted, so he settled on a Kipling classic “On the Road to Mandalay”. which tells of the Colour Sergeant dreaming away in his rest home, the images of the far east with the dawn coming up
like thunder across the bay, beckoning him back to Mandalay. Arthur sang the chorus of the song we all know to finish on a
very poignant note.
The next poem from Peter (Stinger) Nettleton with “The Bushit at Artists Club” had me checking the spelling with him afterwards. It seems that there is this amazing club with a very long waiting list to join. You have to take a test to tell an incredible
story of your life, so that your capabilities can be judged. Well he told the story but was judged ineligible because you see his
stories were based on the truth.
Trish Joyce usually tells us short poems but tonight tackled a much longer poem, Lawson’s “Ballad of the Drover” which tells
of the young drover Harry, heading home after a long absence, dreaming of the girl he hopes to marry. Undaunted by the
flooded river, he presses on, but only his dog and packhorse make it to the other side, while his dog returns to the surging
waters to join his master, the packhorse struggles homeward with clanging chains and tinware, all sounding, earily
Kerry Lee dobbed in Rod so he wasn’t prepared but he quickly came up with a poem from Barcroft Boake (who sadly hung
himself with his stock whip, aged just 22) called the “Wings of the Yard”. This poem had an old pensioner remembering the
days of hearing the loud cracking of the whip while watching the cattle coming up through the wings of the yard.
Beverley Dean followed with a poignant story she titled “The Woman”, drawn from her time in the Kimberley’s working
amongst the Aboriginal people. It told the all too familiar tale of a woman, wanting money to feed her hungry children imploring her partner to not waste it gambling. Like many times before, all she gets is a beating, and as she is taken away in an ambulance is heard to say “…he must really love me”.
After some time being bin attendant for CBH, David Sears was back with Dixie Solley’s “Bush Barber”. With a shearer needing a city job he felt he was well qualified to be a gents hairdresser. With his style and his ability to shear 200 a day, doing
folk’s hair would be a lark. Unfortunately, his career change was short lived for he had his clients in mortal fear as he grabbed
each one in a headlock and proceeded to bounce the shears off their heads, finishing each one with a yell and boot up the
backside.
Grace Williamson’s poem by Evelyn Tull the “Old Bullock Bell” when an old bell used by the lead bullock was hung to remind
her of the days when the bell sang that all would be well. The old bullock Baldy lives on in her tales of the old days and of the
drays and the bullocks that pulled them. Their lives living on with the magic of song from the old bullock bell.
A request from Rusty Christianson about which poem he should do for a performance coming up, had us listening to two of
his favourites, both of which are well known and loved by the audience. “A Bush Christening” and “Clancy of the Overflow”
both by Banjo Paterson. Both are examples of Patersons mastery of the Rhyming verse. The audience’s choice? “Clancy”.
A new face among us, Frank Heffernan (the Father of Tim), gave us his “Day at the Drags” about a young man taking his
girlfriend to the drags. He tells her of the virtues of chrome bumpers, awesome engines and their noise and the smell of burnt
rubber. Unimpressed, with the dust, heat and flies, she seeks his company on a shopping trip, but finds from his response
that the relationship was doomed to failure.
Brian Langley had a short one of his own about how Christmas cards seem to only show the cold and the snow, whereas
here is it stinkin’ bloody hot. he followed this with his “New Year Resolutions” about setting out to make some lifestyle changes only to find that these were exactly what I wrote last year
With her own “Walt the Horse” Kerry Lee told of the country town dying for want of everything until old Sam, his eyesight dimming, hitched the horse up to the wagon through the fence. When he gee’d up the horse he kept pulling hard until the fence
finally went. With fence and wagon in tow, a paddock was cleared and ploughed, a new bend made in the river and a new
road out to the highway. With this new road prosperity came to the town and now a statue stands as a tribute to old Sam and
his horse.
With the urn deciding not to get hot enough, “Amazing Edna” organised kettles and jugs for our “cuppa”, which, along with
scones and cream and other home made goodies we all enjoyed. Thank you ladies behind the supper table.
In our “Reading from the Classics”, John Baldock, who only made his first appearance last Month gave us ”The Introduction”
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from C J Dennis’s “The Sentimental Bloke”. While we all know the opening phrase, “’Er names Doreen” there’s few of us can
remember the story of the “Bloke”, trying to get to talk to the girl but because they hadn’t been introduced properly and ‘er
being a lady you see, it was a bit difficult. Anyway, all turns out OK in the end and he’s smitten. C J Dennis’s poems are always very difficult to do with their dropped consonants and part rhyming slang, so a hard job done extremely well.
John Hayes then told us how it is extremely hard to unlearn a poem. He has had to do this as a result of some re-writing. His
poem of his own father’s demise, “Dusty Miners” tells of times in the Kalgoorlie mines. Deep beneath the earth, the miners
breathe the silica dust that will cause their doom. It tells too of the loneliness of the widow as all that greets her is the silence
of her missing miner husband.
Phil Strutt was next up with his short poem “The Raven” No, its not a crow or a rook, but is it colour prejudice that makes this
raucous, noisy bird so unpopular? Phil then gave us another short verse, this was his “One Minute Poem” from the last State
Championships— all about unsung exploits of amazing animals saving people.
Beth Scott then told us of a complaint with her own “Not Again”. Her daily TV movies having disappeared. Not knowing a
stump from a wicket, she would rather be doing a sky diving ticket as she was bored by all that Bl%&$@ cricket.
Singing the chorus, while accompanying himself on his “bones” Keith (Cobber) Lethbridge then gave us his “Lousy Attitude”. It tells of his rise to fame, from a hopeless and helpless person, a boxer and a drunk who signs on the dotted line to
become a politician where he makes his fortune. All because he had a ‘lousy attitude’.
Ron Ingham was next up, presenting Banjo Paterson’s “Salt Bush Bill”, who, droving his sheep let them stray onto the cockie’s green pasture. A new chum jackeroo had other ideas and thought that he would teach these drovers a thing or two. So
while they fought over the grazing rights the mob spread out and mixing with the homestead mob took advantage of the good
grass. When the fight was ended it took ages to seperate the two mobs of sheep. While the new chum boasted of his prowess, it was a fight that Salt Bush Bill was pleased to lose.
A new poet to me but she tells me that she has been a previous member Tess Earnshaw had her own “Sorry Doc” all about
her ills. As the Vet seemed to know what to do for her, it would perhaps be better to consult with him in the future.
David Sears returned with “Blues Designer Thong” (sorry I missed the author, could it have been Blue the Shearer?). We all
know that the thong is an Aussie icon and we should all wear it with pride. With thongs for all occasions, some with diamantes
around each toe, others (for cops) having a steel cap, and why not a chocolate one for Valentines Day. Perhaps we should
all wear them instead of shoes.
At Junes request Arthur came back to do a short one “First Outing” about the care and concern his wife and family gave him
as he got ready for his first meeting at the Freemasons. But as the years went by he was amazed at the change of attitude for
he now finds his wife telling him he should iron is own blasted shirt and polish his own shoes and get himself ready .
Rusty finished the night with Bob Magor’s “Who Gives the Bride Away” When asked by the Minister who gives this woman,
the Father of the bride objects because he has had to lay out so much money for the dresses, the suits, the new shoes, and
because half the district has been invited, and, in addition, there’s the costs of the reception with all the food and the drinks.
With his cumberband too tight and his collar choking him he finds that he can indeed give the Bride away, as she is all he has
left to give away. Every Father of the bride has experienced this I think.

All in all, a very full night with a large number of performers.
Dotnote for Performers: While writing up these Muster notes, I try to record all the details of each poem, including its author.
Sometimes I am not quick enough or the details are caught up in the introduction so I have to chase poets around the room
asking them for the correct details.
It would help me greatly if, when you put down your details on the “performance slips” that you write ALL the details of poet’s
name etc. I can then refer back to them so that I get all the information correct. Thanks folks.
Ruminations from Dot - .

Whether it’s the opening of Parliament, the launch of a new art gallery, or a fishing competition, there appears to be
no Australian event that cannot be improved by simply adding a sausage sizzle.
HAVE YOU CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
Please tell us ASAP if you have changed your
address so that we can make sure your
BULLY TIN gets to you on time

Why not BRING A FRIEND
to our next Muster
Don’t Forget our website, it’s
www.wabushpoets.com
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Committee Members—WA Bush Poets & Yarn Spinners 2006—2007
Rusty Christensen
Tom Conway
Joyce Harris
June Bond
Edna Westall
Brian Langley
Rosemary Sharland

President
V. President
Secretary
Treasurer
Amenities
[Webmaster &
[Bully Tin Editor
Committee

9364 4491
9339 2802
9331 1648
9354 5804
9339 3028
9361 3770

rustnjude@bigpond.com
jayfeh@hotmail.com
jlbond@tpg.com.au
ewestall1@bigpond.com
briandot@tpg.com.au

9271 2059

wrd@iinet.net.au

Members please note— Please contact any of the above committee members if you have
any queries or issues you feel require attention




Upcoming Events



Please let the editor know if you are aware of any event which might be of interest to the general membership
Feb 2

WABP&YS Monthly Muster

Mt Pleasant Bowling Club 7.30pm

Feb 16—18

Boyup Brook Country Music Festival—Several Bush Poetry Events,
inc BIG Poets Brekkie Sun 18th

Boyup Brook, WA

Feb 28

Midlands Lit. Written Comp

Ballarat Vic

SSAE PO Box 1563 Ballarat Vic 3354

Mar 1-4

Australian Championships

Dunedoo NSW

SSAE PO Box 1 Dunedoo NSW 2844

Mar 2

WAPB & YS Monthly Muster

Mt Pleasant Bowling Club

Mar 3—4

Bush Concert & Poets

Waddi Farm Enneabba WA

See Article Page 2

Mar 10

Henry Kendall Written Comp

Gosford NSW

PO Box 276 Gosford NSW 2230

Mar 24, 25

Poets Picnic

Subiaco Arts Theatre

Phil Strutt, 9418 3263

April 6

NO MUSTER DUE TO EASTER

April 30

Bronze Swagman Award (Written)
Closing Date

Winton, Qld

Entry Form SSAE Bronze Swagman Award
PO Box 120 Winton Qld 4735

Apr 13

WAPB & YS Monthly Muster

Mt Pleasant Bowling Club

(DELAYED 1 WEEK DUE TO EASTER)

June 2-4

WA State Championships

Melville / Fremantle Area

Tentative only at this time

June 9

2007 Leonard Teale Awards

Gulgong NSW
Written entries close Mar 14

SSAE Henry Lawson Soc. of NSW Literary Awards
PO Box 235 Gulgong 2852
henrylawsongulgong@yahoo.com.au

July 13 - 15

Bundaberg Muster 2007 &
Bush Lantern Written Award

Performance Entries Close June 23
Written Entries Close June 1

SSAE Bundaberg Poets Soc. PO Box 4281 Bundaberg
Sth 4670 lees@interworx.com.au 07 4151 4631

Bill Gordon

northlands@wn.com.au

See article page 3 in this Bully Tin

See Article Page 3

Muster to be on Fri 13th

Members—Do you have poetic
products for sale? If so please let
the editor know so you can be added to this list
Members can contact the poets via
the Assn. Secretary

Members’ Poetic Products

Rod & Kerry Lee CDs
Arthur Leggett
books,
inc autobiography
Keith Lethbridge
books
Val Read
books
Peter Blyth
CDs, books

Address correspondence for the
Bully Tin to:

Address Monetary payments to:

Address all other correspondence
to

The Editor
“Bully Tin”
86 Hillview Tce,
St. James 6102

The Treasurer
WA Bush Poets &Yarnspinners
165A Rostrata Ave
Willeton
6155

The Secretary
WA Bush Poets & Yarn Spinners
Unit 4/37 Bawdan St
Willagee, 6156

Rusty Christensen CDs
John Hayes
CDs & books
Tim Heffernan
book
Brian Langley
book &
laminated poems
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